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Psychological Mechanisms

• Sensory Stores
– Visual, auditory

• Working Memory - Short term memory
• Permanent Memory

Visual Sensory Store
• Sperling (1960) Partial recall

- Show an array of letters/digits for 50ms (4 columns by
3 rows)

- Noted that subjects reported that they thought they
remembered more than they could recall

- Partial recall  - you recall the row or column after its
has been shown.

- Turns out subjects were better
• Turns out the advantage lasts only for a bout a

second
• Auditory input for about 4 seconds
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Nature of ‘iconic’ memory

• Two principal properties are generally attributed
to the icon.
– It is a " pre-categorical " trace, i.e. a relatively literal

copy of the pattern of the visual stimulation which has
undergone very little perceptual treatment. Partial recall
based on category does not work

– It is a " visual " trace. Factors which have an effect on
the efficiency of iconic storage are generally events
limited to the visual domain. Iconic stocking is
influenced by factors such as intensity, duration, figure-
ground contrast of the images presented, stimulations
which precede and follow the stimulation-target
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Working Memory

• Plays a part in performing computations
– You want to multiply 84x67, you would have two

processes 4x7 and 8x6 competing for each other

• The working memory contains two
complementary systems for storing information.
–   ARTICULATORY LOOP and the
–  visuospatial scratchpad.
– Both systems are linked to the so-called central

executive, a more active system which actually
performs the short-term memory task under discussion.

BADDELEY 1981
– The articulatory loop, the "inner voice", functions as a

rehearsal system for one’s own spoken words.

– primary acoustic store, which functions as the "inner
ear" in representing sounds and read material;

– the visuospatial scratchpad, the "inner eye", which is a
rehearsal system for visual input;

– the central executive, which is an attentional system,
which controls all the above functions.
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Permanent Memory

• Semantic memory
– Words, concepts, symbols and objects

• Episodic Memory
– Memory of specific events

Serial and Parallel Processing

• Serial Processing
– Each process takes place one at a time.

• Parallel Processing
– Multiple processes take place simultaneously.
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Serial vs. Parallel

A Cat

Articulation

in the toilet A Cat

Articulation

in the toilet
1 2 3 4 5

Serial vs. Parallel

• How do you know to produce ‘a cat’ and
not ‘an cat’?
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Top down - Bottom up

• Bottom up
– Proceeds from lowest level of processing to

highest
• ‘Mary jumps’ after hearing ‘jumps’ you know Mary

is the subject
• Top down

– Proceeds from highest level to lowest
• Hear; ‘the’ expect noun: ‘The cat’

Garden path

• The horse raced past the barn fell.
• When Fred eats food gets thrown.
• Mary gave the child the dog bit a bandaid.
• I convinced her children are noisy.
• Helen is expecting tomorrow to be a bad day.
•  I know the words to that song don't rhyme.
• She told me a little white lie will come back to

haunt me.
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Garden path

• There is a point at which you realize that
you have been parsing it wrong

– Mary gave the child the dog bit a bandaid

– Mary gave the child the dog bit a bandaid.

Serial,parallel, top-down, bottom up?
• Mary gave the child the dog bit a bandaid

– S ->NP VP
– VP ->V NP NP
– NP ->N (S)

– Looks like serial with bottom up: you go word
by word entertaining one context at a time

– Could we capture this with parallel and top
down?
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Summary

• Types of memory
• Serial vs. Parallel processing
• Bottom up vs. Top down processing


